
absolute value geometric mean polynomial multiplication
acute great circle of sphere polynomial subtraction
adjacent angles heptagon postulate
alternate interior angles hexagon powers
altitude hypotenuse prism
angle of depression hypothesis projection
angle of elevation identity element proof paragraph
apothem of a regular polygon implication protractor
arc included angle pyramid
area included side Pythagorean theorem
axiom indirect method quadrant
base of a solid inscribed quadrilateral
base of polygon intercepted arc radius
biconditional inverse reciprocal
bisector irrational number rectangle
Cartesian coordinates isometry reflection in plane
central angle isosceles reflexive property
chord kite regular polygon
circle without center lateral area rhombus
circumference law of probability right triangle geometry
circumscribe line equation rotation in plane
combination line segment scalene
compliment line segment congruence secant
compound event line segment similarity sector of a circle
conclusion line through point not on a line segment
conditional probability linear similar figures
cone linear pair sine
congruent triangles locus skew
conjunction major arc slant height
contrapositive mathematical theories slope
converse median sphere
corresponding angles midpoint subtract radical expressions
cross section minimum/maximum of function supplementary
cube root minor arc surface area
decagon monomial surface area cone
denominator multiply radical expressions surface area cylinder
dependent events negation surface area sphere
diagonal negative exponent systems of inequalities
diameter numerator tangent
dilation of object in a plane oblique term
disjunction obtuse theorem
divide radical expressions parallel theorem direct proof
equiangular parallelogram theorem indirect proof
equilateral pentagon transformation
equivalent forms of equations perimeter translation
equivalent forms of inequalities permutation transversal
exponent perpendicular trapezoid
extremes of a proportion pi trigonometric ratio
face of a solid point of tangency trigonometric relation
factor polygon undefined
factorial polyhedron validity
factorial notation polynomial vertex
formal mathematical induction polynomial addition vertical angles
frustrum polynomial division volume

polynomial function

"If you don't have vocabulary for a content area, you don't know the content area—
and that's what opens the door for us. We can actually build background knowledge 

by directly teaching certain vocabulary in a certain way." ~ Robert Marzano

Geometry


